Systolic trellis automata are models of hexagonally connected and triangularly shaped systolic arrays. This paper studies the problems of stability, decidability, and complexity for them. The original definition of systolic trellis automata requires that an input string is fed to a specific row of processors. Here it is shown that given a homogeneous trellis automaton we can construct an equivalent one (stable or superstable) which allows to feed the input string to any sufficiently long row of processors. Moreover, some closure and decidability results for trellis automata are established and the computational complexity of languages accepted by trellis automata is investigated.
INTRODUCTION
Systolic automata are parallel automata in the form of regular networks of simple processors (functional elements) with 1-directional flow of data. They are a natural abstraction of systolic systems (Kung and Leiserson, 1978) and the main goal of their investigations is to get a deeper It has been shown in (Choffrut and Culik, 1983 ) that their computational power is equivalent to that of the real-time one-way cellular automata (OCA). The main idea is that the time-space diagram of an OCA real-time computation is topologically equivalent to a trellis computation. Therefore the results on trellis automata can be directly translated into the terminology of OCA and vice versa.
Formally, a homogeneous systolic trellis automaton (in short trellis automaton), and also a real-time OCA, is a construct K = (Z, F, Fo, g) where Z, F, and F 0 with Z _c F, Fo _c F are finite alphabets of terminal, operating and accepting symbols and g: Fx F--+ F is the so called transition function.
In order to define formally the acceptance for K the domain of g is extended from F to F* as follows. If ]w] = 1 then g(w)=w=g°(w) and if rwl > 1, w=wl ...w,,eF", then g(w) =g (wl, w2)g(w2, w3)...g(wn ,, w,,) .
The language accepted by K is then defined as follows L(/()= {wl g~"~ l(w)ero}.
(Here we are actually using the result (Culik et al. 1984a ) that to any homogeneous trellis automaton one can construct an equivalent homogeneous trellis automaton such that its input functions are identity functions. )
In Section 2 we introduce two special classes of homogeneous trellis automata which are much more flexible as far as their inputs are concerned. The so-called stable automata allow that an input word is fed to the external inputs of the leftmost processors on any sufficiently large level of processors. Superstable automata allow to feed an input word to the external inputs of any subsequence of processors on any sufficiently large level of processors. The main result of Section 2 is that to any homogeneous trellis automaton one can effectively construct an equivalent superstable (and therefore also stable) trellis automaton.
This result is then used in Section 3 to show that the family of languages accepted by homogeneous trellis automata is closed under inverse morphisms. Moreover, this family of languages is shown to be closed under injective length multiplying morphisms but not to be closed under arbitrary length multiplying morphisms.
In Section 4 the emptiness problem for homogeneous trellis automata is shown to be undecidable. From this result some other undecidability results are derived. For example it is undecidable whether a homogeneous trellis automaton is superstable.
In the second part of the paper--Section 5 time and space complexity of languages accepted by a special type of nonhomogeneous systolic automata, the so-called regular systolic trellis automata, is investigated. It is shown here also that the family of regular trellis languages is contained in the family of deterministic context-sensitive languages.
The theory of systolic automata and arrays has been intensively developed in the recent years. For surveys see (Gruska, 1984; Ibarra, 1986) . Of a special interest and importance is a characterization of systolic trellis automata in terms of special Turing machines (Ibarra and Kim, 1984) which has also been used in that paper to reprove or to generalize some of the results presented here (Theorem 1 and Corollaries 1, 2).
STABLE AND SUPERSTABLE TRELLIS AUTOMATA
The definition of trellis automata requires that an input word is fed to external inputs of processors on a specific level. In this section we consider two special classes of trellis automata which are much more flexible in this respect.
Stable trellis automata require only that an input of length n is fed to the external inputs of the leftmost n processors on any (sufficiently large) level of processors. Superstable trellis automata allow the feeding of an input word to the external input pins of any subsequence of processors of any sufficiently large level of processors. These intuitive notions are captured in the following formal definition where the symbol # plays the role of blanks. 
and therefore R is superstable and L( K) = L( R) c~ X +. | Theorem 1 implies that superstable homogeneous trellis automata are as powerful as homogeneous trellis automata. In the case of regular trellis automata, we do not know whether every stable regular trellis automaton can be reduced to an equivalent superstable regular trellis automaton.
CLOSURE OF HOMOGENEOUS TRELLIS LANGUAGES UNDER MORPHISMS AND

INVERSE MORPHISMS
In this section we investigate the closure of homogeneous trellis languages under morphisms and inverse morphisms. In doing so we shall make use of Theorem 1. The closure under inverse morphisms will follow from Lemma 1. To formulate and to prove this lemma we shall use the following notions.
Let Z be a finite alphabet, k~> 1 an integer. For any weZ +, ]wl ~<k, let [-w] be a distinct symbol. Denote Z EK1= {[w]; w~Z +, ]w] ~<k}.
If weZ +, then the k-code of w is defined to be the word [w~]-'. [w~] [w~+~] such that w= wl""WsWs+l, [w~] =k for 1 ~<i<<,s and
Iws+ll~<k.
A morphism h: Z* ~Z* is said to be length multiplying if for any a~, a2ff27, Ih(a~)l = Ih(a2)l >0. LEMMA 1. Given a homogeneous trellis automaton K= (Z, F, F o, g) and a length multiplying morphism h: Z*--* Z* we can effectively construct a homogeneous trellis automaton K1 such that L(K1) = h I(L(K)).
Proof Let k=]h(a)l for some aeZl and KI= (ZI,FI,FI.o, gl) ,
ifl~<i<]wl, w=wl""w,,EZT and therefore L(Kl)=h I(L(K)). ! THEOREM 2. Given a homogeneous trellis automaton K= (Z, F, F o, g) and morphism h : Zl --* 27* we can effectively construct a homogeneous trellis automaton which accepts the language h X(L(K)).
Proof According to Theorem 1 we can effectively construct a According to Lemma 1 we can effectively construct a homogeneous trellis automaton which accepts the language
The family of languages accepted by homogeneous trell& automata is closed under inverse morphisms. Now we proceed to study the closure of homogeneous trellis languages under morphisms.
THEOREM 3. Given a homogeneous trellis automaton K= (Z, F, F o, g) and an injective length multiplying morphism h : Z --* Z1, we can effectively construct a homogeneous trellis automaton K" which accepts the language h(L(K)).
Proof Let k= ]h(a)], a eZ. K will be designed to work as follows. Each processor of K will first concatenate words received from its sons. If the length of a resulting word w is less than k, then the processor outputs w. If]w] =k and the processor is at the level k (counted bottom up), then h-l(w) is outputed (or a special symbol N if h l(w) is undefined), otherwise, if the processor is at the level kj, j > 1, then it outputs g(wl, w~), where w l and w~ are the first and last symbol of w. The symbol produced by the root-processor of K" is clearly in F0 if and only if the input word is in h (L(K)). | COROLLARY 2. The family of homogeneous trellis languages is closed under injective length multiplying morphism. Now, we proceed to show that we cannot omit the assumptions of injectivity in Theorem 3 not even in the case of letter-to-letter morphisms. First we prove the following Lemma which is of independent interest. Proof It is well known that for every recursively enumerable language L c_Z* there effectively exist two linear context-free languages L1 and L 2 such that Li-A*L-~A*X*, where Ac~Z=j25 for i=1,2, and L = Hs(LI c~ L2). Now the lemma follows from the fact that the family of languages accepted by homogeneous trellis automata contains all linear context-free languages and it is closed under intersection (Culik et al. 1984a) . II COROLLARY 3. L(HT) is not closed under morphisms.
The following theorem strengthens this observation. Fig. 3.1 . Clearly, all information on each level is contained in the last n + 1 symbols. Therefore we can construct a linear bounded automaton which simulates the "initial part of the trellis" and accepts the language L. This is, however, a contradiction since L is an arbitrary recursively enumerable language. |
We show now that h(L(A))~_b*S* is not a homogeneous trellis language. Assume that there exists a homogeneous trellis automaton B such that L(B)=h(L(A)). Then every computation of B must be of the form shown in
UNDECIDABILITY
In this section some undecidability results concerning homogeneous trellis automata are derived. Proof In order to show that superstability (stability) is undecidable it is sufficient to realise that to a given homogeneous trellis automaton K= (f, F, Fo, g) we can easily construct a homogeneous trellis automaton R with the terminal alphabet 2 w { # }, where # is not in Z such that L(K) = L(K). Then R is (stable) superstable with respect to _r if and only if L(K) = ~. Now the undecidability of (stability) superstability follows from the undecidability of the emptiness problem. |
THEOREM 5. The emptiness problem for homogeneous trellis automata is
TIME AND SPACE COMPLEXITY
This section deals with Turing machine time and space complexity of the so-called regular trellis automata. To begin with we introduce three special cases of trellis automata.
A trellis automaton is called regular if it has only finitely many different processors and every processor is uniquely determined by its fatherprocessors (see Fig. 1.1) .
A regular trellis automaton is called bottom-up deterministic if each leftleg-node processor uniquely specifies its father and if every internal-node processor and its left father uniquely specify the second father.
A regular trellis automaton is called internally homogeneous if all its internal processors have the same transition function.
(In the following we will identify processors with their names--labels of the corresponding nodes.)
It was shown in (Culik et al., 1984a ) that the language {a2"]n >~ 1 } is not accepted by any homogeneous trellis automaton but it is accepted by a trellis automaton which is internally homogeneous and bottom-up deterministic. Therefore the following holds. THEOREM 7. The family of homogeneous trellis languages is strictly contained in the family of languages accepted by trellis automata which are both internally homogeneous and bottom-up deterministic.
On the other hand, languages accepted by internally homogeneous trellis automata or by bottom-up deterministic trellis automata do not seem to be harder to recognize sequentially than homogeneous trellis languages. THEOREM 8. (1) Any trellis language can be recognized in O(n 2) time on a multitape Turing machine and in O(n 3) time on a one-tape Turing machine.
(2) Any trellis language which is recognizable by an internally homogeneous trellis automaton or by a trellis automaton with a botton-up deterministic trellis can be recognized in O(n 2) time on a one-tape Turing machine.
Proof Let K be a trellis automaton. We show how to design a three tape Turing machine M which recognizes the language L(K) in O(n 2) time. M starts with the input word w on the first tape and with the head of the first tape on the first symbol w.
At first M generates on the second tape the labels of nodes of T, level by level (see Fig. 5 .1). To do that M uses the third tape as the scratch tape. M starts this generation by printing/u--the label of the root--on the second tape. Each time a new level of labels is generated in the second tape, M moves the head on the first tape one symbol to the right to check if enough levels have been generated. If not, M first copies the labels of the last generated level on the third tape and then, using the third tape, it generates a new level of labels on the second tape. In this way M generates labels of all I w l levels in O(n 2) time where n = I w l. Now M begins to simulate, in a bottom-up way and level by level, the recognition of w by K. M first moves the head of the first tape on the rightmost symbol of w and the head of the second tape on the rightmost label of the last level. Then, moving heads on the first two tapes from right to left, symbol by symbol, M computes the outputs of processors in the leaves and M writes the results from right to left on the third tape. After this is done for the last level of labels, M copies the content of the third Second tape I 111f I 211' 1 1' 311132r 13 1 [ 1,11. tape on the first tape, moves the head of the first tape on the rightmost symbol of the rewritten word. Now M is prepared to simulate the computation of processors on the last but one level. Labels of processors are on the second tape and their input values on the first tape. In this way M needs O(n 2) time to carry out the whole simulation of K.
M needs at most O(n 3) time to generate labels of all levels. At most this amount of time is needed to replace all labels, from right to left, by the output values of the corresponding processor when w is being recognized by M.
Then M starts to simulate the recognition of w on K. Moving from right to left M rewrites subsequently all labels by the output values the corresponding processors have when w is being recognized by K. It can be done easily because, starting with level n-l, all necessary input symbols can be found in the squares which contained originally labels of sons of the corresponding nodes. In this way the whole simulation needs O(n 3) time.
The situation is simpler in the case of bottom-up deterministic trellis automata. In such a case we can assume that M has one two-track tape and an input word is written on the first track. M can now generate on the second track, under the word w, level by level, labels of processors, always rewriting labels of the processors of the preceding level. That is, only labels of the last generated level are kept. In this way M can generate labels of the leaves in O(n 2) time. Then M starts to simulate K, level by level. Simulation of processors of every level k starts with input symbols on the first track and with labels on the second track. During the simulation the outputs are computed and written on the first track to replace input symbols which are not needed anymore. M computes in parallel the labels of processors on the level k-1 and writes them on the second track to replace labels which will not be needed anymore. In this way the whole simulation can be done in O(n 2) time.
The situation is even simpler in the case of internally homogeneous trellis automata. The generation of the labels at the leaves is done as in the previous case. However, the simulation of the recognition process is simpler because it is not necessary to generate labels on the other levels because all processors in these levels have the same transition function. | (Hennie, 1965) . | COROLLARY 7. Time complexity of homogeneous trellis languages on one-tape Turing machines is O(n2).
We do not know whether the upper bound O(n 3) stated in Theorem 8 for recognition of trellis languages on one-tape Turing machines can be improved.
The following theorem summarizes results concerning space complexity. Proof (1) It is enough to use a one-tape Turing machine with two tracks on the tape. To begin with let an input word be written on the first track. Simulation of a trellis automaton K proceeds, level by level, as follows. For every level k, M generates on the second track, always from scratch, level by level, all labels on levels 1, 2 ..... k. When that is done M simulates the computations of all processors on the level k. The input symbols are on the first track, the processor's names on the second track. M writes the output values of the processors on the level k, from right to left, on the first track to replace the input symbols that are not needed anymore. In this way M needs only space n and time O(n3).
(2) This was actually shown when part (2) of the Theorem 8 was proven. | COROLLARY 8. The family of trellis languages is contained in the family of deterministic context-sensitive languages.
Observe, that it follows from Theorem 5 that there are trellis languages which are not indexed languages. Indeed, the emptiness problem is known to be dedidable for indexed languages. We conclude this section with some additional observations concerning computational complexity of trellis languages:
1. Since any linear context-free language is also a homogeneous trellis language we get immediately:
(a) The family of homogeneous trellis languages contains languages which are not recognizable in real time by any multitape Turing machine (Hennie, 1965) .
(b) There are homogeneous trellis languages which need £2(log n)space on deterministic Turing machines (Cobham, 1966) .
2. There is still a large gap between the upper bound for space complexity given in Theorem 8 and the lower bound mentioned above.
We do not know whether the upper bound O(n z) for recognition
of trellis languages on multitap~ Turing machine can be improved. Observe only that any improvement of this upper bound would improve the best known upper bound for the recognition of linear context-free languages on multitape Turing machines. RECEIVED: December 5, 1983; ACCEPTED March 6, 1986 
